UX DESIGNER
Job Reference: UX-Designer
ABC seeks to recruit a UX Designer to join our Digital Banking Project team. The UX Designer will be responsible for
collaborating with product owners and developers to build great products. You will spend time deeply
understanding our users' needs, coming up with and testing multiple solutions to their problems and delivering
delightful experiences to large, active user-bases. You will work closely with a team of highly talented product
managers, designers, researchers and engineers who appreciate user experience and want to build the best
products in the market.
Scope of the Job
The jobholder’s role is to:








Develop software concepts and solutions that apply your understanding of user problems, product vision,
and technology capabilities
Create and validate prototypes using a variety of testing methods
Drive/own product design decisions from beginning to end
Facilitate design reviews, critiques and workshops
Use feedback from users and data to help inform your design decisions
Work closely with the product management team to formulate strategic product direction
Design across devices and platforms.

Areas of Knowledge / Experience











3+ years of experience designing engaging product user experiences
Demonstrated success in driving design changes that resulted in improved performance on key business
levers (e.g., conversion, usage, retention, NPS)
Experience creating and using design systems
Experience designing for a broad set of UI platforms like InVision, Ziplin, etc. including web, desktop and
mobile
Passionate about solving user problems and love to experiment
Have the ability to start with a blank canvas or with constraints
Thrive in a collaborative cross-functional environment
Are a top-tier communicator with the ability to inspire/mentor others, give great feedback and facilitate
productive workshops
Could come up with creative solutions to problems
Are open to learning and creating with new techniques

Portfolios of past work examples are required in order to be considered for candidacy.
Qualifications



Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science, Engineering or a related subject.

Below is the email to apply for this position. Please mention the Job Reference
Job Ref: UX-Designer
jobs@bank-abc.com

